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pore pressure. Nomographs have been devised
which solve the necessary equations and facil
itate a statistical treatment of the problem.
The estimated pore pressure value can be used
in methods for stability analysis of rolled
earth dams in which the angle of internal fric
tion of soil is taken as the constant determine
ed in triaxial siiear tests corrected for mea
sured pressure.
2.
Conclusions. It is believed that the
proposed method of estimating construction pore
pressures is relatively simple and conservat
ive. Also, it uses the results of standard tests
on soils that can be made in any well-equipped
soils laboratory.
Use of the results of the consolidometer
test involves the assumption of complete later
al restraint. This is generally accepted in
the theory of consolidation for soft clay foun
dations 9) and may be a workable approximation
for a confined core of a zoned earth dam.
The assumption of no drainage makes this
method of estimating construction pore pres
sures very simple in comparison with the one
given by Brahtz 10), because it avoids the
mathematical difficulties associated with the
unsteady state of flow. Brahtz used the as
sumption of a constant bulk modulus for soil
in order to obtain solutions which included
the dissipation of pore pressure resulting from
the permeability of the material. Aside from
the questionable assumption of such a modulus
for soils, mathematical refinements appear to
be unnecessary in the face of field measure
ments showing little or no dissipation during
construction.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS IN THE DESIGN OF EARTH AND ROCKFILL DAMS
R.C. CLARKE, A.S.A.S.M., A.M.I.E. (Aust.)
Melbourne and Metropoliton Board of Works

INTRODUCTION.
The paper has been divided into two sec
tions A. in which is discussed and developed a gen
eral method of stability analysis for homo
geneous and non-homogeneous embankments, and
B. in which is presented the application of
this general method to the design of the
260 ft. high earth and rockfill dam to be con
structed by the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works.
SECTION A. THEORY OF STABILITY
ASSUMPTIONS.
Assumptions upon which the general theory
is based are:
1) The embankment is constructed with zones of
materials classed A, E, etc., each of which
may have differing physical properties.
2) The embankment will fail by sliding along a
continuous internal face, generally of cyl
indrical form.

3) Pore pressure exists as an active force
within the embankment.
4) The factor of safety against as assumed in
2)
is the ratio between the forces resist
ing sliding and the forces tending to cause
sliding, i.e.
Z forces resisting the tendency to slide
F.8. = ---------------------------------X forces tending to cause sliding
NOTATION.
The notation adopted in development of
the method of analysis is as follows:
For any point P on any surface within the
embankment (See figure 1):
H.
= height of Material Class A above
point P (ft.)
Hp
= height of Material Class B above
po int P (ft.)
W.
= weight per cubic foot of Material
Class A (lbs.)
W_
= weight per cubic foot of Material
Class B (lbs.)
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h

tan (pA
tan ((^
CA
CB
A
¿B
Hw

Nw
Tw
Pw
NE
T
F.S.

angle of inclination of the assumed,
sliding face with the horizontal
(dgrs.)
unit pore pressure at point P
(ft head of water)
friction parameter of Material ClassA
»
1»
»ft
II
1» g
cohesion parameter of Material Class A
(p.s.f.)
cohesion parameter of Material Class B
(p.s.f.)
horizontal length of an element of
face (ft.)
length of face subject to positive
pressure in Material Class A (ft.)
length of face subject to positive
pressure in Material Class B (ft.)
vertical force above an element of
face due to weight of materials Class
A, B, etc., expressed in equivalent
feet head of water.(ft. head of water)
component of Hw Normal to face
(ft. head of water)
component of Hw along the face
(ft. head of water)
pore pressure force acting normal to
the element of face (ft, head of water)
normal force contributing to resist
ance to sliding for an element 1 ft.
in width and horizontal length 3
(Nw - Pw) x S x 62.3 (lbe.)
Force causing sliding
Tw x S x 62.? (lbs.)
Factor of safety against sliding.

THEORY OF ANALYSIS.
Figure 1 shows a section of an embankment
constructed of two zones of material possess
ing differing physical properties, and indicat
ing a possible sliding face which, in this
case, is assumed to be an arc of a circle.

Considering any element of unit length
and width, and marked abed, the following for
ces ixist at point Ps
W,B
Vertical force Hw, which *HA Xgg- 3 + Hg xgf
j- 3
ft. head of water and can be resolved into com
ponents normal to and along the face ab,
(Figure 2)

Nw = Hw Cos c*
ft. head of water
Tw = Hw Sin <x
The negative normal force Pw due to pore press
ure of intensity Hp acting on element of face
ab, Fig 2.
Pw = Hp sec cx
ft. head of water
The effective normal force acting on the
element of face will be (Nw - Pw) ft. head of
water and the frictional resistance to slid
ing along this element of face will be (Nw + Pw) tancp ft. head of water.
Additional to this frictional resistance
will be a cohesive force equal to Cg Sec.oclbs.
Thus for the element abed
F.S.

(Nw-Pw) tancpg x 62.3 +

Seco<

Tw x 62.3
METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
In analysing an embankment for stability
it is necessary to determine the minimum factor
of safety which can exist in any circumstance
or condition arising during construction or
operation.
Assuming that the greatest tendency to
slide will exist along a face which is an arc
of a circle, the minimum factor of safety must
be determined by analysing a series of trial
arcs of various radii and locations.
Generally, the most critical condition
will be disclosed by a trial arc drawn to touch
a foundation which is considerably more stable
than the embankment material.
As a preliminary to detailed analysis the
whole section of embankment is drawn to a suit
able scale and divided into equal elements of
S feet horizontal length.
An arc indicating a possible line of slide
is assumed and the following values found by
suitable tabulation:
£ (Nw - Pw) tancp^
S x 62.3 lbs. for Mate
rial Class A

r (Nw - Pw) tan(j)B x S x 62.3 lbs. for Mate
rial Class B
T. Tw x S x 62.3 lbs.
CA x
lbs. in Material Class A.
Cg x
"
"
'•
then
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^(Nw-Pw )tan(pA+2(Nw-Pw)tancf^JSx62.3+C^L^+Cgf^
F ♦$#■--ZTw x S x 62.3
lNE tan<f>A +^N e tan«pg + CALA + CgLg
IT
For a particular embankment the analysis
requires the determination of the minimum F.S.
For an arc of some assumed radius the arc
is moved progressively across the section of
the hank and a position giving a minimum F.S.
is reached and passed through.
By using an appropriate series of arcs
the absolute minimum F.S. in the embankment
for a given set of assumptions and conditions
is found.
The length S of the elements used will be
governed by the size of embankment and the ac
curacy desired.
To facilitate tabulation and summation of
the "element forces" a computation sheet, see
Figure 7, is used.
It has also been found convenient to plot
the pore pressures assumed for any analysis as
"pore pressure contours", or lines of equal
ore pressure on the scale drawing of the emankment section.
An alternative method of computing the
F.S. for any arc is to plot graphically the in
stantaneous values of Nw, Tw and Pw for small
elements of embankment at reasonably spaced
intervals and to draw smooth curves to approxi
mate these functions along the whole arc.
By measuring the nett positive areas re
presenting Z (Nw - Pw), Z Np, T. T and applying
the proper scale factors the F.S. can be com
puted as previously stated.
CONDITIONS FOR ANALYSIS.
Three sets of conditions will exist dur
ing construction and subsequent operation, and
each requires separate analysis Condition I
Construction
Condition II Full Reservoir
Condition III Relatively sudden draw down
of water level following
Condition II.
Considerations of these conditions may be
stated as follows:
Condition I. This will exist during placing of
fill material and up to the time of completion
of the embankment. Assumptions for maximum
probable pore pressures can be made with rea
sonable confidence; careful measurement can
be made from time to time during progress of
construction to ensure that assumed pore press
ures are not exceeded. Development of excess
ive pressures can be controlled, if necessary,
by adjusting the rate of construction of the
embankment.
Average physical properties of materials used
can be determined by laboratory tests within
fairly close limits.
The computed value of F.S. should, therefore,
provide a reasonably reliable indication of
the particular embankment analysed.
Condition II. 'flith the reservoir filled the embankment is considered as saturated below the
phreatic line, the voids in the materials be
ing filled with water at static head. Analysis
is made on the basis of buoyant weights of ma
terials, no allowance being made for pore press
ure. This condition is not generally a critic
al one.

Condition III. If after a prolonged period of
saturation the water level is lowered rapidly
the resulting condition is probably the most
critical one from the aspect of stability. The
value of a F.S. computed for this condition
depends very largely on assumptions made for
the distribution of pore pressure within the
fill.
Pore pressures are dependent principally upon
rate and depth of draw down, degree of satur
ation of the embankment, and draining proper
ties of the material in the embankment.
In Section B of this paper is shown the assump
tion used in the analysis of the Upper Yarra
Dam.
MINOR INFLUENCES ON THE COMPUTED F.S»
In this paper no consideration has been
given to horizontal forces between elements
within the embankment.
The effect of these forces, if allowed
for, would be a very slight increase in the
computed value of the F.S.
CONCLUSIONS.
The stability analysis, as described, pro
vides a practical method of computing a quan
titative indication of the stability of an em
bankment constructed of varying materials plac
ed in definite zones.
The accuracy of the result is dependent
upon the reliability of the data and accuracy
of the assumptions used in the analysis.
SECTION B - STABILITY ANALYSIS OF UPPER
YARRA DAM
PROJECT.
The Upper Yarra Dam will be located in
the Yarra Valley and impound approximately
30,000 million gallons (110,000 acre feet) oi
water to augment the supply to the Melbourne
metropolitan area.
The dam will be constructed with an imper
vious centre zone and rockfill outer zones,
with crest level approximately 260 feet above
foundation and crest length approximately 1,800
feet. Top water level will be 1,185 feet above
sea level.
Total quantity of material to be placed
in the embankment is approximately 8,000,000
cubic yards, including the stripping and recon
solidation of about 1,000,000 cubic yards of
surface material and soft decomposed rock overlying the foundation.
GEOLOGY AND FOUNDATIONS.
Foundations beneath surface clay and grav
el deposits consists of Silurian sandstones
and siltstones, the average dip being approxi
mately 60°.
The strike of the bedding planes is gener
ally along the valley, i.e. normal to the axis
of the dam.
Removal of surface materials and the sof
ter decomposed rock will provide a foundation
considerably more stable than the placed mate
rial, so that any possible sliding face will
develop within the embankment itself.
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.
Class A material in the outer pervious
zones will be quarried rock fill consisting of
firm oxidized to hard fresh sandstone and siltstone, in approximately equal quantities.
Both upstream and downstream slopes of
the dam will be faced with about ten feet of
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selected hard fresh sandstone.
Class B impervious material tfill consist
of rolled fill, a relatively small proportion
being deposited clay and river gravel, the
remainder soft decomposed sandstone and siltstone.
Trial embankments have been constructed
of this soft decomposed rock and there is avail
able satisfactory evidence that this material
can be readily broken and consolidated by con
ventional placement methods.
EMBANKMENT TYPE.
The section analysed was as Indicated
Figure 3.

in

Height from crest to foundation was 260'.
The analysis was made for each of the three con
ditions discussed in Section A of this paper.
Each condition will exist during some pe-

riod of construction and operation.

ASSUMPTIONS.
The following basic assumptions were
adopted for analysis of the embankment:
a) Rockfill (Material Class A) in the outer
zones is pervious.
b) Rolled fill (Material Class B) in the cen
tral and transition zones is relatively im
pervious and consolidated to somewhat less
than A.A.S.H.O. optimum moisture and density
at the time of construction.
c) Pore pressure distribution and magnitude
will vary for each of the conditions examin
ed:

Condition I - Construction.
distribution adopted was that given by the
formula Hp = 0.25 (H^ + Hgl*25) feet head of

Pi
Z o n e d Emhjnkm ent
Assumed pore pressure h Peet
haad o f Htder in zon ed embankt
Ahpoint Pi ~ 0 2 5 H a
Pe 0 -2 5 (H a + H
P j-0 ? 5 H * /es

=

a '^ )

II

£

Pore

5^ Pressure^ 'Hp'm
FIG.4

Pcet

raster
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4

Heiqht of bank
Coefficient of friction
Cohesion
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Rockfill fan#-0-7
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Rock fill
Nil
trperviousfill.lOOO.SOQNilb/sqft.
Rock fill
IOOt/c.ft.
Imocrnousfill ¡30b'C.ft.

FIG.6
water. A curve indicating values of Hp is shown
in Figure 4. Pore pressure contours plotted
from this formula are shown on Figure 6.
Condition II - Full Reservoir.
ain'hank-m p n t matip-pi a l .q w a r s considered fully
buoyant below the phreatic line. For purposes
of computation static head below the line of
saturation was treated as pore pressurev al
though no active forces due to saturation will
exist.
Condition III - Sudden Drawdown.
^ater level was considered suddenly lowered
from full supply level at El. 1185' to lowest
draw off level at El. 1020*. The basis for pore
pressure contours shown in Figure 5 end above
El. 1020' is as follows:
Area 1. Full static head below full supply
level.
Areas 2. Straight line variation between Areas
1 and 3»
Areas 3- 0.25
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS.
Laboratory tests on materials proposed
for construction indicated that the following
values for physical properties could be accept-
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Cohesion in
Material
Class B p.s.f.

Minimum Factor
of Safety

Construction

1000
500
Nil

1.54
1.47
1.40

Condition II

Full
Reservoir

1000
500
Nil

2.12
2.00
1.89

Condition III

Sudden
drawdown
from full
supply level
to EL.1020'

1000
500
Nil

1.31
1.25
1.19

Conditions for Analysis
Condition I
-

Material Class A
•I
•• B

tan (Pa
= 0.7
tan (jpg
= 0.6
Cohesion Parameter.
Material Class A
C
= Nil
"
'* B
C
- 1000 p.s.f.
To gauge the influence of the cohesion
parameter, three analysis were made for each
condition, using C - 1000 , 500 & 0 p.s.f. for
Material Class B.
Weight of Materials.
Specific gravity of Materials Class A & B, 2.65
Material Class A in place 100 lbs. per c.ft.
n
it g ti n
l^O ?l
11 11

CONCLUSIONS.
The computed minimum factors of safety ob

tained are tabulated above.
Critical arc for Cond. I is shown in Figure 6,
and a sample computation sheet for analysis of
this curve is shown in Figure 7.
Having regard for the probable reliabili
ty of data and method of analysis it is consid
ered. that the embankment will be safe, but not
unduly so, under any anticipated condition dur
ing construction and subsequent operation.
AUTHORIZATION.
The Upper Yarra Dam project is being car
ried out by the Melbourne and. Metropolitan
Board of Works, Melbourne, Australia, under
the direction of Mr. F.M. Lee, P.C.E., 11.I.E.
Aust., Chief Engineer of Water Supply. The
author is Assistant Senior Designing iingineer.
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TEN YEARS OF PORE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
F.C. WALKER
W.W. DAEHN
Engineers, Office of the Chief Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado.

DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING APPARATUS.
The concepts of the many factoss which
influence the stability of earth embankments
are being changed as a result of extensive
pore pressure measurements made on actual
structures. When the program to determine the
effect of moisture on embankment stability was
initiated, it was generally believed that a
moisture content less than complete satura
tion did not impair the strength of the soil
within the embankment. Furthermore, it was con
tended that fluid pressures would vary hydrostatically with depth below the line of satu
ration. Such concepts, while statisfactoiy for
pervious soils, have been found to be inadequa
te to explain the behavior of fluid pressures
within an impervious embankment.
A soil mass consists of soil particles, water
and air, and the loading of such a mass will
produce a reduction in volume. Since both the
soil grains and the water are almost incom

pressible under normal embankment loads, the
reduction in volume will compress the air and
cause it to go into solution unless air and
water are extruded from the mass. Drainage in
impervious soils is a slow process, ana there
fore pressures in the voids or soil pores will
result.
Because such behavior was not initially
anticipated,the first types of apparatus used
to explore the behavior of embankments were
concerned primarily with the location of the
line of saturation. The first apparatus devel
oped utilized the simple cased well which was
drilled into the downstream slope of the em
bankment. Only one installation of this type
was made because it was found that an open pipe
would measure only that water which seeped in
to the pipe from the surrounding embankment
and would not indicate the location of a fluc
tuating saturation line.
The next development was the water level
indicator which consisted of a small tube

